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and what lie received in exchange was nothing more than
the earnings of the labour expended on the material. He
was now divorced from the market and confined to the
purely manual functions : he thus sank into the condition
of a wage-earner dependent on a capitalist for the provision
of material. The work might still be performed in the home,
but a wage-earner was none the less a wage-earner because
he toiled under his own roof: indeed his subordination
might be all the greater since the lack of co-operation with
other workmen served to impair his bargaining power.
Accordingly the contrast between the domestic worker who
carries on the work at home, and the factory worker labour-
ing in an employer's establishment, has a social rather than
an economic significance. It therefore follows that the
domestic system of production must be identified with
capitalism; and Engels's categorical assertion, that " the
proletariat was called into existence by the introduction of
machinery " 1, betrayed ignorance of the fact that a wage-
earning class, possessing no resources but its technical skill
and a few tools, existed in England for several centuries
prior to the Factory Age. Neither the use of machinery—
involving as it does capitalist ownership of the instruments
of production and the assemblage of workers in factories—
nor the division of labour, comprises the essence of the
capitalist system. This lies in the capitalist ownership of
the material and the consequent power of disposal over the
manufactured article.
/ The process of evolution was already far advanced towards its early
the close of the Middle Ages when the tide of industrial
capitalism began to submerge the defences erected by the
craft gilds, and the skilled artisan was reduced to dependence
upon an employer. The oldest and most widespread of
English manufactures was conducted on a capitalist basis,
and by the sixteenth century the majority of textile workers
were wage-earners. The entrepreneur or clothier supplied
the carders, combers and spinners with their wool, the
weavers with their yarn, the fullers and dyers with their
cloth. At every stage of production he owned the material,
1 Engels, Die Lage der arbeitenden Klasse in England (1845), 28.

